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10) Install the cap and transfer the plug wires (now is a good time to replace the plug wires with a good 
quality set of MM metallic core wires). 

11) If you have converted your ignition from a breaker point distributor to our H.E.I. distributor, this 
would be a good time to open those spark plug gaps now that you have enough firepower available. We 
recommend setting your spark plugs at .050”-.055”. This setting is also recommended to those of you 
that already had a stock electronic distributor. 

12)12) Note that your distributor calibrations are stenciled under the base of your distributor (see illustra-
tion). 

13) To meet emission standards, set your initial timing at the O.E.M. recommendation which can be 
found on your hood label or any tune-up manual. For Racing and Off-Road applications, we recommend 
setting your initial timing at 12 degrees (while idleing very slow preferably under 600 RPM and with the 
vacuum advance disconnected with the vacuum advance hose plugged). After tightening the distributor 
hold-down bolt, re-check the timing mark to make sure it remained at 12 degrees. Re-connect the 
vacuum advance hose and idle engine speed where desired. For racing and off-road applications, we also 
suggest power timing your engine. To do this, let the engine warm up to proper operating temperature. suggest power timing your engine. To do this, let the engine warm up to proper operating temperature. 
Now, road test and if under heavy load pinging observed, retard by simply turning the distributor in a 
clockwise direction (very slightly) and then test again under load. Repeat this until the ping is no longer 
objectionable. You might also want to run more than 12 degrees initial timing if you have no ping on 
your first road test. If this is the case, simply rotate (advance) the distributor in a counter-clockwise di-
rection until you detect pinging and then back up till it stops. Also make sure you do not advance so far 
the engine “kicks” back and is hard to start. *NOTE: The above directions of rotation advance and retard 
apply to Chev. Small & Big Block and any other distributors with clockwise rotation. If your distributor 
is counter-clockwise, reverse the direction of movement in above instructions. Refer to shop manual to 
determine direction of rotation for you application. 
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